
BRING A FRIEND SPECIAL OFFER: 
TWO PLACES FOR £445 – SAVE OVER £100!

Susanne Billander is the author of Meta-Medicine: The Secret
of Cancer and Other Diseases. She is a respected Meta-Medicine
Health Coach based in Sweden and an international Meta-Medicine
trainer. Susanne is also an NLP Master Practitioner, Hypnotherapist 
and Time-Line Therapist™. She works with individuals, groups and
companies all over the world. www.metamedicine.se

Lucille White is a Meta-Medicine Health Coach and trainer

working for Meta-Medicine London and Meta-Medicine Sussex.

She is an NLP Master Practitioner, Hypnotherapist, Time-Line

Therapist™ and a qualified Reflexologist. She has worked at

London’s Cancer Resource Centre. She coaches clients on a one-to-

one basis. www.metamedicinesussex.co.uk

Viv Craske BSc is a Meta-Medicine Health Coach and trainer

working for Meta-Medicine London and Meta-Medicine Sussex.

He is an NLP Practitioner, Hypnotherapist, Time-Line Therapist™

who runs NLP Brighton. He has a degree in biochemistry and

worked as a journalist for 12 years. He coaches clients on a 

one-to-one basis. www.metamedicinesussex.co.uk

£275
ONLY

“After years of working in the medical 
profession, all the pieces have come together”

Dr Manjir Samanta-Laughton, GP and author

Your Meta-Medicine seminar trainers are:

How Meta-Medicine benefits you

What is Meta-Medicine?

Understand the specific cause for
any disease, and use this knowledge
with clients, family and friends

Use Meta-Medicine knowledge 
to understand your own diseases

Save yourself time and have greater
clarity while working with clients

Apply your current therapies much
more efficiently and successfully

Achieve better results – attract
more clients and earn more money!

Empower your clients by getting 
rid of their fears and uncertainty

This training counts towards your 
Meta-Medicine Diploma Training

M
ETA-MEDICINE is an
incredible diagnostic
technique that was 

discovered, and has been used
successfully, by European 
doctors and therapists for years. 

You might already know that
stress plays a big part in illness.
Unlike traditional medicine, in
Meta-Medicine we don’t believe
that disease is random or your
body has made a mistake.
Traditional medicine only treats
symptoms, not causes. With a
Meta-Medicine diagnosis, 
however, you can identify which
specific stressful event creates
which disease and why.

A disease always begins with
an unexpected, isolating, 
dramatic event, known as the
Biological Conflict Shock, which
is experienced simultaneously 
at all levels of our organism –
mind, body and spiritual –
changing how we behave. 

Every disease goes through
specific points and phases. Using
precise questioning techniques, 
a Meta-Medicine Health Coach
can uncover these and reveal 
the true meaning and biological
purpose for a client’s disease.

Some Biological Conflict Shocks:
Breast cancer = loss, worry/fight conflict;
bones and muscles = self-worth; skin =
loss of contact; lung cancer = fear of death.

T: 01273 208605          M: 07990 631864  
Email: lucille@metamedicinesussex.co.uk       www.metamedicinesussex.co.uk

The seven key points of every disease process


